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about

Bath Stone

Notable buildings are;

Nash Ranges of Buckingham Palace

St Stephen’s Church situated on Lansdown Hill in Bath

Claverton Pumping Station at Claverton, Bath

The Dundas Aqueduct nr Limpley Stoke, Wiltshire

Arno's Court Triumphal Arch (built around 1760) Brislington, Bristol

Mansions including;

Lancaster House, Apsley House, Gatcombe Park, Goldney Hall, Tyntesfield, South Hill Park and 
Spetchley Park.

The original 1839 building of the Royal Berkshire Hospital, Reading, now listed grade II* by English-
Heritage.

Butchers Row (constructed in 1855) Barnstaple, Devon

Bath Stone was also favoured by architect Hans Price who designed much of 19th century
Weston-super-Mare.

Bath Stone is an Oolitic Limestone comprising granular fragments of calcium carbonate. Originally 

obtained from the Combe Down and Bathampton Down Mines under Combe Down, Somerset, Eng-

land, its warm, honey colouring gives the World Heritage City of Bath, England its distinctive appear-

ance. An important feature of Bath Stone is that it is a freestone, that is one that can be sawn or

'squared up' in any direction, unlike other rocks such as slate which forms distinct layers.

As a natural material, Bath Stone varies in shade and will have naturally occurring fossils, veining and 

markings. This is what makes Bath Stone so beautiful and ensures that each surround has its own 

unique character.

History of Uses

Bath Stone has been quarried and used as

a building material since Roman times. 

Utilised in ornate Architectural stone work 

and Fireplaces.

As a building material Bath Stone was 

shipped to all parts of the country after the 

Kennet and Avon Canal was constructed in 

19th century. It has been used extensively 

throughout southern England for churches, 

houses and public buildings such as 

railway stations.

Principal Stone adopts a policy of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to change specifications without notice.
The images in this brochure are for demonstration purposes only and may vary to our standard production specifications.
The colours in this brochure are as accurate as printing processes allow. Colours and shades may vary.

A view inside a bath stone mine, stacked up against the 
pillar are the original tools used. The wall on the left is 
studded with pick and tool marks.
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Principal Stone
Fireplaces

Timeless Design, Lasting Quality

Principal Stone makes buying a fireplace easy
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Additional Items
Complete the look of your new Principal Stone Fireplace, 

with one of our chambers or back panels.

£225 

£225 

£525

Three piece back panel to create an opening for inserts Inner Hearth, 

Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

* Additional Items are only available for purchase with a Principal Stone Fireplace

back linings side linings

inner hearth

back panels
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By utilising both traditional methods of hand carving that have been passed

through time for thousands of years from generation to generation and also

accepting and adopting more recent skills to create Natural Bath Stone

Fireplaces, we can design and craft surrounds that reflect the tastes and

styles of today’s living. Your fireplace is the central focus in your room and

possibly your home so we pride ourselves on delivering the highest levels of

design, craftsmanship and quality. All of our surrounds are meticulously

created with Bath Stone, selected and sourced from the original Bath Stone

quarries in and around the Bath and Somerset area.

Made to Measure

Our brochure displays our standard designs and sizes. However, every house

and person’s tastes are slightly different. To embrace this we can offer a full

made to measure service to ensure that all our designs can be altered to

virtually any size to compliment the individual space of your home. There is

no premium on our made to measure Fireplaces, just pro-rata to size, if it’s

bigger it will cost more, if it’s smaller it will cost less.

Bespoke Design

We can also offer a full bespoke design service working from your ideas,

loose sketches, or images provided from magazines or the internet to create

your own unique Bath Stone Fireplace. Together we can carve your ideas in

stone.

As a natural material, Bath Stone varies in shade and will have naturally 

occurring fossils, veining and markings. This is what makes Bath Stone so 

beautiful and ensures that each surround has its own unique character.
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Additional Items
Complete the look of your new Principal Stone Fireplace, 

with one of our chambers or back panels.

£225 

£225 

£525

Three piece back panel to create an opening for inserts Inner Hearth, 

Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).
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Barrington

£225

£525

Surround & Front Hearth

£2040 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W35” x H35”/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

With classic detailing and simple square lines, the Barrington will add a sense of style to your room.
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Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

The Gotherington
Magnificent, graceful and full of English Tudor heritage, this design has stood the test of time with poise and elegance.

Mantel/Hearth 62”/1575mm

Overall Height 46”/1168mm

Opening W36” x H31.5”/915mm x 800mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2936 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.
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Surround & Front Hearth

£2040 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W35” x H35”/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.
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Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

The Gotherington
Magnificent, graceful and full of English Tudor heritage, this design has stood the test of time with poise and elegance.

Mantel/Hearth 62”/1575mm

Overall Height 46”/1168mm

Opening W36” x H31.5”/915mm x 800mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2936 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium addaed for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Grantley

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£3166 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 62”/1575mm

Overall Height 52”/1323mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Few surrounds can match the Grantley for sheer elegance and architectural grandeur
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The Chatou
The Chatou adds a luxurious twist, evocative of the Manor Houses of France.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1449mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£3984 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Grantley

£225

£525
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Surround & Front Hearth

£3166 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
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Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225
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Overall Height 52”/1323mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.
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The Chatou
The Chatou adds a luxurious twist, evocative of the Manor Houses of France.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1449mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£3984 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Dorchester

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2055 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 54”/1372mm

Overall Height 42.5”/1080mm

Opening W31” x H31.5”/787mm x 800mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

A more modern surround created from classic lines.
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The Alnwick
Truly elegant, embracing functionality with a delicate sense of taste.

Mantel/Hearth 50”/1270mm

Overall Height 42”/1067mm

Opening W32” x H30”/813mm x 762mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£1281 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Dorchester

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2055 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 54”/1372mm

Overall Height 42.5”/1080mm

Opening W31” x H31.5”/787mm x 800mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

A more modern surround created from classic lines.
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The Alnwick
Truly elegant, embracing functionality with a delicate sense of taste.

Mantel/Hearth 50”/1270mm

Overall Height 42”/1067mm

Opening W32” x H30”/813mm x 762mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£1281 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Belton

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2540 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 59”/1499mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W35” x H35”/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

With classic detailing and simple square lines, the Belton will add a sense of style to your room.
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The Edington
A glimpse of Edwardian grandeur.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 46.75”/1187mm

Opening W35” x H35/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2760 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Belton

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2540 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 59”/1499mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W35” x H35”/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

With classic detailing and simple square lines, the Belton will add a sense of style to your room.
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The Edington
A glimpse of Edwardian grandeur.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 46.75”/1187mm

Opening W35” x H35/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2760 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Hardwick

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2962 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 63/1600mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W39” x H35”/990mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Jacobean styling and a graceful Tudor Arch.
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The Devonport
Classic Victorian proportions.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 46.75”/1187mm

Opening W35.75” x H35/910mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£1652 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Hardwick

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2962 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 63/1600mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W39” x H35”/990mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Jacobean styling and a graceful Tudor Arch.
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The Devonport
Classic Victorian proportions.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 46.75”/1187mm

Opening W35.75” x H35/910mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£1652 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Harford

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£3436 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 62”/1575mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Architectural lines to create a statement in any home.
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The Kingsbridge
Classic mouldings with period style.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W35” x H35/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2040 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Harford

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£3436 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 62”/1575mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Architectural lines to create a statement in any home.
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The Kingsbridge
Classic mouldings with period style.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W35” x H35/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2040 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Osbourne

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£1959 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Head 53”/1346mm

Hearth 59/1499mm

Overall Height 45”/1143mm

Opening W37” x H35”/940mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Contemporary frame with straight lines, the epitome of modern design.
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The Oscingworth
Simple majestic lines.

Mantel/Hearth 58”/1473mm

Overall Height 48”/1219mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2445 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Osbourne

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£1959 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Head 53”/1346mm

Hearth 59/1499mm

Overall Height 45”/1143mm

Opening W37” x H35”/940mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Contemporary frame with straight lines, the epitome of modern design.
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The Oscingworth
Simple majestic lines.

Mantel/Hearth 58”/1473mm

Overall Height 48”/1219mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2445 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Rochford

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£1860 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W35” x H35”/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

With classic detailing and simple square lines, the Rochford will add a sense of style to your room.
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The Ryeford
Simple, graceful and full of English Tudor heritage.

Mantel/Hearth 61”/1549mm

Overall Height 49.5”/1257mm

Opening W37” x H35”/940mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2565 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Rochford

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£1860 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 50”/1270mm

Opening W35” x H35”/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

With classic detailing and simple square lines, the Rochford will add a sense of style to your room.
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The Ryeford
Simple, graceful and full of English Tudor heritage.

Mantel/Hearth 61”/1549mm

Overall Height 49.5”/1257mm

Opening W37” x H35”/940mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2565 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Wallingford

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2160 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Head 54”/1372mm

Hearth 60”/1524mm

Overall Height 45”/1143mm

Opening W30” x H31”/762mm x 788mm

The Wallingford comes with a three piece Back panel as stan-
dard to create the perfect opening size for your fire.

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

The epitome of modern fireplace design.
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The Wedmore
Simply styled and attractively priced.

Mantel/Hearth 50”/1270mm

Overall Height 42”/1067mm

Opening W32” x H30”/813mm x 762mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£1361 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Wallingford

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£2160 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Head 54”/1372mm

Hearth 60”/1524mm

Overall Height 45”/1143mm

Opening W30” x H31”/762mm x 788mm

The Wallingford comes with a three piece Back panel as stan-
dard to create the perfect opening size for your fire.

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

The epitome of modern fireplace design.
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The Wedmore
Simply styled and attractively priced.

Mantel/Hearth 50”/1270mm

Overall Height 42”/1067mm

Opening W32” x H30”/813mm x 762mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£1361 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Wellsbourne

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£1280 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Head 50”/1270mm

Hearth 56/1422mm

Overall Height 41”/1041mm

Opening W32” x H30”/813mm x 762mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Contemporary frame with straight lines, the epitome of modern design.
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The Willsleigh
A truly Classic Victorian surround.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 46.75”/1187mm

Opening W35” x H35/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2288 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Wellsbourne

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£1280 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Head 50”/1270mm

Hearth 56/1422mm

Overall Height 41”/1041mm

Opening W32” x H30”/813mm x 762mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Contemporary frame with straight lines, the epitome of modern design.
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The Willsleigh
A truly Classic Victorian surround.

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1448mm

Overall Height 46.75”/1187mm

Opening W35” x H35/889mm x 889mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2288 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Chátillon

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£4447 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1449mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

This 16th century inspired French Chateau fireplace creates a particular charm.
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The Scarlton
A modern twist on a classic design, smooth and luxurious.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2430 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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Mantel/Head 54”/1372mm

Hearth 60”/1524mm

Overall Height 45”/1143mm

Opening W36” x H34”/915mm x 864mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Chátillon

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£4447 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 57”/1449mm

Overall Height 52”/1321mm

Opening W36” x H36”/915mm x 915mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

This 16th century inspired French Chateau fireplace creates a particular charm.
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The Scarlton
A modern twist on a classic design, smooth and luxurious.

Surround & Front Hearth

£2430 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths
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Mantel/Head 54”/1372mm

Hearth 60”/1524mm

Overall Height 45”/1143mm

Opening W36” x H34”/915mm x 864mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Georgeworth

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£4497 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 64”/1622mm

Overall Height 53 ¾”/1365mm

Opening W36” x H35”/915mm x 890mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Sumptuous Georgian styling creates the perfect period surround.
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These can all be made to measure for your specific surround (POA).

The Items above are only available with a Principal Stone Surround.

You can have this surround tailored to meet your own specific requirements using our Made To 
Measure service. There is no premium added for this service just pro rata to size.

Our Bath Stone Fireplaces are perfect for stoves, solid fuel inserts, gas or electric fires.



The Georgeworth

£225

£525

Inner Hearth, Depth 15”/381mm 

Chamber Linings to suit our standard Inner Hearths

Surround & Front Hearth

£4497 inc VAT

Complete the look with one of our 
chambers or back panels.

Three piece back panel/slip set to create an opening for inserts £225

Mantel/Hearth 64”/1622mm

Overall Height 53 ¾”/1365mm

Opening W36” x H35”/915mm x 890mm

Standard Hearths come in two pieces 
15”/381mm deep and 2”/51mm thick.

Sumptuous Georgian styling creates the perfect period surround.
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Principal Stone Ltd | The Old Dairy | Lower Knapp Farm            
Woodend Lane | Cam | GL11 5HS

info@principalstonefireplaces.co.uk

www.principalstonefireplaces.co.uk
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